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A B S T R A C T 

The Main galaxy cluster in the Abell 781 system is undergoing a significant merger and accretion process with peripheral 
emission to the north and south-eastern flanks of the merging structure. Here we present a full polarimetric study of this field, 
using radio interferometric data taken at 21 and 92 cm with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), to a sensitivity 

better than any 21 cm ( L band) observation to date. We detect evidence of extended lo w-le vel emission of 1.9 mJy associated 

with the Main cluster at 21 cm, although this detection necessitates further follow-up by modern instruments due to the limited 

resolution of the WSRT. Our polarimetric study indicates that, most likely, the peripheral emission associated with this cluster 
is not a radio relic. 

Key words: techniques: polarimetric – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: haloes – radio continuum: 
galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

alaxy clusters are some of the largest scale structures in the
niverse, typically spanning a few Mpc. The y hav e masses ranging

rom ∼10 14 up to ∼10 15 M � (Van Weeren et al. 2019 , and refer-
nces therein), of which only ∼3 –5 per cent can be associated with
uminous matter in constituent galaxies, while ∼15 –17 per cent in the
orm of hot ionized gas is detectable through thermal bremsstrahlung
mission in the X-ray regime. The majority ( ∼80 per cent ) takes the
orm of dark matter (Feretti et al. 2012 , and references therein). 

The shape and curvature in the jets and lobes of active galactic
uclei (AGNs) found among galaxy members can be used to infer
he motion of constituent galaxies within the cluster, while the study
f the intracluster medium (ICM) provides insight into the large-
cale magnetic fields and physical forces at play during mergers.
t is typical to find constituent AGN displaying head–tail, wide-
nd narrow-angle tail jet morphology. Enabled by multiwavelength
bservations, our understanding of cluster evolution has increased
ramatically in the past few decades. For instance, radio observations
ave shown that often there is a significant non-thermal diffuse
mission component in merging cluster systems that are sufficiently
eated (therefore detectable in X-rays with integrated energy releases
f 10 63 –10 64 erg; Venturi et al. 2011 ). Such emission has a very low
urface brightness between ∼1 and 0.1 μJy arcsec −2 at 1.4 GHz (Fer-
tti et al. 2012 ), and takes the form of broad diffuse emission on scales
 E-mail: bhugo@sarao.ac.za 
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panning 100 kpc up to ∼1–2 Mpc (Feretti et al. 2012 , and references
herein). It also has a strong morphological correspondence to the
mission detectable in X-rays: round in shape and roughly centred at
he peak of X-ray luminosity. These are referred to as radio haloes .
uch radio haloes are detected in roughly 30 per cent of clusters
ith integrated X-ray luminosity of L X > 5 × 10 44 erg s −1 (Feretti

t al. 2012 ) and are mostly associated with clusters with merger
ctivity. Smaller minihaloes can also be found in the less energetic
nvironments of cool-core clusters, closely related to the core region
f such clusters and typically have sizes less than 0.5 Mpc (Van
eeren et al. 2019 , and references therein). 
The existence of radio emission on such scales is puzzling. The

ntegrated spectra 1 of radio haloes are in the range α = −1.2
o −1.7 in the 0.3–1.4 GHz range (Feretti et al. 2012 ). 2 Current
stimates on the radiative lifetime of relativistic electrons due to
ynchrotron and inverse Compton (IC) energy losses are on the
rder of 10 8 yr at most (Sarazin 1999 ). This is roughly up to two
rders of magnitude lower than the expected electron diffusion time,
ssuming an electron diffusion velocity of ≈100 km s −1 (Feretti
t al. 2012 ). The pre v ailing theory to their origin suggests the
resence of local reacceleration mechanisms within the ICM through
oth first- and second-order Fermi processes. First-order processes
 Throughout this paper it is assumed that flux density follows a power law of 
he form S ( ν) ∝ να . 
 We note the spectral index convention we follow is negated with respect to 
eretti et al. ( 2012 ). 
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Figure 1. XMM–Newton MOS1 + MOS2 X-ray image. Observation ID 

0401170101. Here the same labels for the four clusters and the merging 
clusters are used as in previous literature (e.g. Govoni et al. 2011 ). The image 
was convolved with a normalized circular Gaussian of σ = 8 arcsec (2 sky- 
pixels). The contours start from 7 counts sk y-pix el −1 in steps of a factor of √ 

2 . Scale bar drawn the cluster redshift of z = 0.3004 of the ‘Main’ cluster 
– the cluster of interest in this work. 
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efer to shock acceleration created in disturbed cluster environments, 
ri ving dif fuse particle scatter from heterogeneous magnetic fields 
n both the shock upstream and downstream regions. In contrast, 
econd-order processes refer to energy gains from turbulence in 
he ICM. The physical e xtent o v er which the diffuse emission is
ocated also precludes that their origin is based on individual galaxy 
rocesses. Detailed gamma-ray studies of the Coma Cluster suggest 
hat hadronic interactions with cosmic ray (CR) protons in the ICM
re not the main origin of such diffuse emission – at least not in the
ase of the giant haloes seen in strong merging clusters. In general,
he radio emission from radio haloes does not show significant 
olarization. 
Radio haloes are not the only large-scale diffuse emission that can 

e associated with merging clusters. Radio relics are diffuse sources 
ften seen on the outskirts of clusters (again in a merging state), and
hey can be found more than ∼1 Mpc away from cluster centres (Fer-
tti et al. 2012 ). In general, radio relics have elongated morphologies,
nd they can themselves be 100 kpc to > 1 Mpc in size (Van Weeren
t al. 2019 ). These sources do not have any direct optical or emitting
-ray counterparts but are often disco v ered in discontinuities in the
-ray brightness (Feretti et al. 2012 ). They provide perhaps the 
est evidence for the presence of relativistic particles and strong 
agnetic fields in very low density ICM environments, where X-ray 

ensitivity often precludes a detailed direct study of thermal gas 
ynamics. 
Relics provide evidence of radiative ageing; their radio spectra 

how clear steepening in the direction of the cluster centre. An 
 xcellent e xample is the 2 Mpc elongated relic on the outskirts of
IZA J2242.8 + 5301, ranging from α ≈ −0.6 to −2.0. There is
lso a high degree of polarization across the relic (50 –60 per cent )
ith magnetic field vectors aligned with the relic edge, which 

s evidence of a well-ordered magnetic field (Van Weeren et al. 
010 ). This suggests that relics may be driven by shocks and
urbulence from merger events, where the shock front compresses 
he ICM, ordering/amplifying the magnetic field and accelerating 
elativistic particles. These elongated relics typically have inte- 
rated spectra in the range α = −1.0 to −1.6 due to low Mach
umbers; in agreement with the relic shock model (Feretti et al. 
012 ). 
The reader is referred to Van Weeren et al. ( 2019 ) and Feretti et al.

 2012 ) for re vie ws on the topic. 

 T H E  C U R I O U S  CASE  O F  A 7 8 1  

bell 781 (A781) consists of four clusters visible in the X-rays,
t least one of them shows clear merger activity. The ‘Middle’
nd ‘Main’ clusters, as indicated in Fig. 1 , represent an interacting
air, the former showing signs of interaction with smaller structures. 
onversely, the ‘East’ and ‘West’ clusters are at different redshifts 
nd might themselves be a pair of objects in a possible long-range
nteraction. 

In this work, we are focusing on the merging ‘Main’ cluster system
see Fig. 2 ). The mass of the Main cluster is M 500 = (6.1 ± 0.5) ×
0 14 M � (Planck Collaboration XXVII 2016 ). Various previous 
orks targeted this Main cluster in Abell 781 in the radio and X-ray.
he compact cluster AGNs are well studied. Arcsecond scale images 
t 1.4 GHz of the brightest radio galaxies are presented in Govoni
t al. ( 2011 ). 

There is a diffuse source in the south-eastern part of the Main
luster, as well as two more diffuse sources whose origin is not yet
ell established. The former has two possible interpretations, namely 
eing either a relic source (e.g. Venturi et al. 2011 ) or a head–tail
adio source (Botteon et al. 2019 ). 

The presence of a giant radio halo has been reported by Govoni
t al. ( 2011 ) in their analysis of low-resolution Jansky Very Large Ar-
ay (JVLA) data at 1.4 GHz. Ho we ver, deep LOw Frequency ARray
LOFAR) and upgraded Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (uGMRT) 
tudies at lower frequencies presented by Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) and
enturi et al. ( 2011 ) point to the contrary. Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) place
 50 mJy upper bound on the halo flux density at 143 MHz, while
enturi et al. ( 2011 ) place an upper bound of S 325 MHz < 40 mJy.
hese bounds indicate that Abell 781 is an example of one of the high-
ass disturbed cluster environments that lack extended radio halo 

mission – at least when compared to typical haloes discussed in the 
iterature. 

The X-ray luminosity of the cluster is L 0.1–2.4 keV = 

.722 × 10 45 erg s −1 (Ebeling et al. 1998 ). A detailed study of
he X-ray emission and its discontinuities is presented by Botteon 
t al. ( 2019 ). The study suggests that the Main A781 cluster is
nder going a mer ger between three smaller clumps; two in the
orth–south axis and one responsible for the western bulge in the
ot X-ray emission. Their analysis also shows strong evidence of 
old fronts at both the south and north edges of the hot X-ray
mission. The presence of shock-driven reacceleration of electrons 
s still up for debate: the previous analysis only found evidence for
 weak shock with a Mach number of M < 1 . 4 (Botteon et al.
019 ). 
In this paper, we present sensiti ve observ ations carried out with

he Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at 21 and 92 cm
argeting Abell 781, aiming at characterizing the radio emission of 
he cluster and its members. 

Throughout this paper, we will assume � cold dark matter 
 � CDM) cosmology with H 0 = 69.6 km s −1 Mpc −1 , �m 

= 0.286,
nd �� 

= 0 . 714. At the cluster redshift of z = 0.3004, 1 arcsec
orresponds to 4.5 kpc. At this redshift, the radio luminosity distance,
 L , is ∼1570 Mpc. 
MNRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 
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Figure 2. 1 ◦ wide 21 cm (top) and 92 cm (bottom) images cropped and centred on the cluster. The 21 cm synthesized beam is 23.2 × 10.4 arcsec 2 and the noise 
rms is 12 μJy beam 

−1 . The 92 cm synthesized beam is 83 × 74 arcsec 2 and the noise rms is 1.5 mJy beam 

−1 (calculated in an empty patch where the main 
contribution is direction-dependent calibration artefacts from a bright source to the top-left of the zoomed-in region). Both images shown here are not corrected 
for primary beam attenuation. Since the 92 cm data is only useful to estimate a spectral index map and not used for the detection of faint diffuse emission, we 
did not perform further direction-dependent calibration. We o v erplot the contours derived for Fig. 1 in faint blue for reference – the XMM–Newton exposure 
used only extends over the central region of the radio map. 
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Radio multifrequency observations – Abell 781 5281 

Table 1. Summary of rele v ant observ ations of A781 and celestial calibrator fields taken with WSRT in v arious configurations at 21 and 92 cm in 2012. 

Band Config Obs ID Target Span ( UTC ) RA (J2000) Dec. (J2000) 

92 cm 36 m 11200314 3C 147 2012 Jan 17 18:30:50–18:45:50 05 h 42 m 36 . s 135 + 49 ◦51 ′ 07 ′′ 
11200315 DA 240 2012 Jan 17 18:49:30–19:04:30 07 h 49 m 48 . s 017 + 55 ◦54 ′ 22 ′′ 
11200316 A781 2012 Jan 17 19:07:50–Jan 18 07:06:50 09 h 20 m 25 . s 401 + 30 ◦30 ′ 07 ′′ 
11200317 3C 295 2012 Jan 18 07:12:40–07:27:40 14 h 11 m 20 . s 652 + 52 ◦12 ′ 09 ′′ 

48 m 11200407 3C 147 2012 Jan 23 18:07:10–18:22:10 
11200408 DA 240 2012 Jan 23 18:25:50–18:40:50 
11200409 A781 2012 Jan 23 18:44:10–Jan 24 06:43:10 
11200410 3C 295 2012 Jan 24 06:49:00–07:04:00 

60 m 11200434 3C 147 2012 Jan 24 18:03:20–18:18:20 
11200435 DA 240 2012 Jan 24 18:22:00–18:37:00 
11200436 A781 2012 Jan 24 18:40:20–Jan 25 04:22:00 
11200439 A781 2012 Jan 25 06:05:40–06:39:20 
11200440 3C 295 2012 Jan 25 06:45:10–07:00:10 

96 m 11201063 3C 147 2012 Feb 13 16:44:40–16:59:40 
11201064 DA 240 2012 Feb 13 17:03:20–17:18:20 
11201065 A781 2012 Feb 13 17:21:40–Feb 14 05:20:40 
11201066 3C 295 2012 Feb 14 05:26:30–05:41:30 

84 m 11201079 3C 147 2012 Feb 14 16:40:40–16:55:40 
11201080 DA 240 2012 Feb 14 16:59:20–17:14:20 
11201081 A781 2012 Feb 14 17:17:40–Feb 15 05:16:40 
11201082 3C 295 2012 Feb 15 05:22:30–05:37:30 

72 m 11202096 3C 147 2012 Mar 31 13:39:50–13:54:50 
11202097 DA 240 2012 Mar 31 13:58:30–14:13:30 
11202098 A781 2012 Mar 31 14:16:50–Apr 01 02:15:50 
11202099 3C 295 2012 Apr 01 02:21:40–02:36:40 

21 cm 36 m 11200302 3C 48 2012 Jan 16 18:48:30–19:03:30 01 h 37 m 41 . s 30 + 33 ◦09 ′ 35 ′′ 
11200303 A781 2012 Jan 16 19:11:40–23:56:10 
11200305 3C 286 2012 Jan 17 07:37:20–07:52:20 13 h 31 m 08 . s 29 + 30 ◦30 ′ 33 ′′ 

54 m 11202012 3C 48 2012 Mar 28 14:05:20–14:20:20 
11202013 A781 2012 Mar 28 14:28:40–Mar 29 02:27:40 
11202014 3C 286 2012 Mar 29 02:33:00–02:48:00 

72 m 11202119 3C 48 2012 Apr 01 13:49:40–14:04:40 
11202120 A781 2012 Apr 01 14:12:50–Apr 02 02:11:50 
11202121 3C 286 2012 Apr 02 02:17:10–02:32:10 
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 OBSERVATION  A N D  DATA  R E D U C T I O N  

.1 WSRT 21 and 92 cm data 

he Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) is an east–west 
nterferometer consisting of 10 fixed-position antennas and four 
econfigurable antennas, each 25 m in diameter, prime focus, and 
quatorial mounted. The 10 fixed-position antennas are regularly 
eparated by 144 m, with a minimum distance of 36 m between the
ast fixed antenna and the first reconfigurable antenna. The maximum 

pacing is 2.7 km. 
The field was observed prior to wide-field phased-array receiver 

pgrades (see e.g. Verheijen et al. 2008 ) and used the old 21 cm
1321–1460 MHz) and 92 cm (320–381 MHz) receivers. The 21 
nd 92 cm correlators hav e frequenc y resolutions of 312.50 and
8.125 kHz, respectively. Both 21 and 92 cm receivers employ a 
inearly polarized feed system. Observation details are summarized 
n Table 1 . 

The WSRT uses a programmable temperature-stabilized noise 
iode to correct for the time-variable electronic gains. See for 
nstance Casse & Muller ( 1974 ) and Bos, Raimond & van Someren
reve ( 1981 ) for a brief description. The frequency-dependent 

esponse of the system is calibrated with a strong celestial source. 
elays and phases on cross-hands are corrected with a strongly 
olarized celestial source before leakages are corrected using an 
npolarized source. The first-order on-axis linear feed calibration 
trategy we followed is discussed in more detail in Hales ( 2017 ).
arallactic angle corrections are not required, because the equatorial 
ounts of the WSRT imply that the sky does not rotate with respect to

he receiver as a function of the hour angle. This further implies that
e have to rely on polarized sources with known polarization angles

o calibrate cross-hand phases and correct for the system-induced 
llipticity and its interplay with the linear polarization angle. 

The 21 cm band data are calibrated for the complex bandpass
esponse of the system using 3C 48, which has limited linear polariza-
ion of 0.5 Jy, assuming the following model (Perley & Butler 2013 ):

log S = 1 . 3324 − 0 . 7690 log νG − 0 . 1950 log 2 νG + 0 . 059 log 3 νG . 

ere νG is given in GHz and the flux density, S , in Jy. The system
llipticity (cross-hand phase) calibration is performed using the 
trongly linearly polarized source 3C 286. The source is assumed 
o have a constant polarization angle of ≈33 ◦ across the passband.
irst-order leakages are corrected using 3C 48. We estimate that 
fter correction the total quadrature sum of Stokes Q , U , and V to I
f this marginally polarized source ranges between 0.025 per cent 
nd 0.006 per cent across the passband. 

The 92 cm data are calibrated for the complex bandpass using
he unpolarized source 3C 147, assuming the frequency response 
Perley & Butler 2013 ): 

log S = 1 . 4616 − 0 . 7187 log νG − 0 . 2424 log 2 νG + 0 . 079 log 3 νG . 
MNRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Cross-matched fluxes between WSRT 21 cm and the NVSS, 
integrated to the lower resolution of the NVSS. Error bars indicate 1 σ fit 
errors taken from the PYBDSF catalogue fitting routine. Only sources abo v e 
20 σ are shown. The WSRT 21 cm population was scaled to the NVSS 
frequency assuming a population spectral index of −0.7, typical to AGN 

at this frequency. 
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A 240 is known to be highly polarized – parts of its western lobe are
bo v e 60 per cent polarized (see Tsien 1982 ). Ho we ver, the source
an be resolved by the WSRT at 92 cm. Subsequently, only leakages
off-diagonal terms) can be corrected, for which the unpolarized (at
2 cm) 3C 138 is used. After correction, we estimate the quadrature
eakages to vary between 0.19 per cent and −0.05 per cent across the
assband. 
Both the 92 cm and 21 cm data reductions were performed

sing the containerized astronomy workflow management frame-
ork STIMELA v0.3.1 3 (Makhathini 2018 ). Calibration was per-

ormed using the CommonAstronomySoftwareApplications (CASA)
4.7 (McMullin et al. 2007 ). We first identified and flagged radio
requency interference using the AOFLAGGER package (Offringa
010 ). 
After applying the complex bandpass, 5 ◦12 ′ wide images were

enerated using the WSCLEAN package (Offringa et al. 2014 ) with
niform weights. Both the 92 and 21 cm data were imaged at
he same resolution and size to simplify the deri v ation of spectral
ndex maps. All the 144 m redundant spacings were included in the
ynthesis in order to impro v e sensitivity. To account for the apparent
pectral variation o v er the observation bandwidth due to the antenna
rimary beam, we enabled the multifrequency deconvolution algo-
ithm (Offringa et al. 2014 ). We used the imager’s autothresholding
econvolution (set to 1 σ ) criterion that stops deconvolution based
n the median absolute deviation of the residual map. A model
f the field was derived as a list of fitted Gaussian components
righter than 5 σ using the PYBDSF source extractor (Mohan &
afferty 2015 ). After predicting model visibilities using MEQTREES

Noordam & Smirnov 2010 ), self-calibration was performed by
olving for phases with 180 and 60 s solution intervals for 21
nd 92 cm data, respectively. The data sets were then reimaged to
onstruct an impro v ed model for a second round of phase calibration,
gain fitting Gaussians abo v e 5 σ and using solution intervals of 30
nd 10 s, respectively. 

Finally, residual amplitude and phase self-calibration was per-
ormed using a 7 min solution interval. The final 21 and 92 cm
niform-weighted images are shown in Fig. 2 . 
The 92 cm synthesized beam is too large, even at uniform

eighting, to accurately model and subtract bright AGN cluster
embers at this frequency. The 92 cm data are, ho we ver, useful in

stimating the spectral profiles of the compact emission. On the other
and, the resolution of the 21 cm data enables us to produce an image
t an intermediate resolution of 25.8 × 12.1 arcsec 2 using Briggs
 1995 ) weights of −0.25 (compact sources brighter than 2 σ were
ubtracted from the visibilities from modelling at highest possible
esolution prior to imaging). This image has better sensitivity to
xtended structure and was used to assess the presence of diffuse
mission. 

The 21 and 92 cm Briggs ( 1995 ) −2.0 maps have synthesized
eams of 23.2 × 10.4 arcsec 2 and 83 × 74 arcsec 2 , respectively, at
niform weighting. 4 The area of the synthesized beam is approxi-
NRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 

 Available from https:// github.com/ SpheMakh/ stimela . STIMELA is a pipelin- 
ng framework for radio astronomy that wraps tasks from a wide variety of 
eterogeneous packages into a common PYTHON (Van Rossum & Drake 2009 ) 
nterface. The often complicated compilation and software dependencies 
f these packages are isolated through containerization platforms, such as 
OCKER (Merkel 2014 ) and SINGULARITY (Kurtzer, Sochat & Bauer 2017 ), 
llowing a heterogeneous set of often conflicting packages to be accessible 
hrough a single workflow interface. 
 It is worth noting this is somewhat worse than quoted by the WEsterbork 
orthern Sk y Surv e y (WENSS; Rengelink et al. 1997 ), we applied a circular 
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ately given by an elliptical Gaussian and is �21 cm 

= 20.58 pixels
nd �92 cm 

= 523.97 pix els, respectiv ely, 5 where θ l and θm 

are the
tted BMAJ and BMIN at full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of

he synthesized beam in pixels: 

b = 

∫ 
θb d l d m ≈ πθl θm 

4 ln 2 
. 

.2 WSRT/NVSS flux scale comparison 

n order to quantify the error on the absolute flux scale of our
alibration, we cross-match the primary-beam-corrected population
f compact sources with that of the National Radio Astronomy Obser-
atory (NRAO) Very Large Array (JVLA or VLA interchangeably)
k y Surv e y (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998 ), integrated to the lower
esolution of the NVSS in the case of our 21 cm data. The source
atalogue is obtained by running PYBDSF (Mohan & Rafferty 2015 )
o extract the population above 20 σ using adaptive thresholding.
he WSRT power beam attenuation was corrected according to the

ollowing analytical model, prior to catalogue fitting: 

( θ, νG ) = cos 6 (65 . 0 νG θ ) . (1) 

Here νG is the frequency in GHz and theta the e v aluated angular
eparation from the pointing centre. 

The flux cross-match is shown in Fig. 3 . We obtain a match in
ux scale with an average absolute error of 7.13 per cent. This cross-
atch error on the absolute flux scale of the NVSS and WSRT 21 cm
aps corresponds well to the second measure of absolute flux scale

rror we estimate by transfer calibration from 3C 48 (observed prior
o target) onto 3C 286 (observed after target). The absolute error
aussian taper to impro v e the synthesized beam shape. This resulted in a 
ecrease in resolution by roughly a factor of 2. 
 The sampling here is kept to 3.64 arcsec – consistent with the 21 cm maps 
o simplify computing spectral index maps in the analysis. 

https://github.com/SpheMakh/stimela
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Figure 4. Positional cross-match to the NVSS within the resolution of the 
NVSS. Here we use the fitted positions and errors given by PYBDSF . In both 
cases of 21 and 92 cm the positional offset is a fraction of the instrument 
resolution. The dashed lines indicate the median offset for the selection of 
compact sources. 
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n transfer scale to the scale stated by Perley & Butler ( 2013 ) is
.20 per cent. 6 We similarly quantify the error on the flux scale of
he 92 cm data, which was calibrated using 3C 147 (observed prior
o target), and transferred onto 3C 295 (observed after the target). 
he absolute error to the scale of Perley & Butler ( 2013 ) was found

o be 2.39 per cent on average across the passband. We will assume a
0 per cent error margin of the Perley & Butler ( 2013 ) scale, which
s used throughout as an upper bound to the errors when computing
owers and spectral indices. 
We further compare the positional accuracy by cross-matching to 

he NVSS. To minimize the positional uncertainties brought about 
y extended sources, we select only compact sources to cross-match. 
e define a ‘compactness’ criterion by measuring the ratio between 

ntegrated flux and peak flux using a PYBDSF -fitted catalogue. A 

atio close to unity for a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) source 
ndicates that the source is compact. We select such sources that are
ithin ±30 per cent of unity to measure positional accuracy, shown 

n Fig. 4 . 

.3 Archi v al VLA 21 cm A, C, and D configuration data 

he 21 cm WSRT data lack the necessary resolution to show the
tructure of the AGNs associated with this cluster. As a possible
omplementary source of information, we reduced the same archi v al 
VLA L band 7 data used in the analysis by Govoni et al. ( 2011 ).

etails of which are summarized in Table 2 . 

 This moderate error could be the result of not having access to a gain 
alibrator for our observations to monitor for amplitude stability on the 
ystem, ho we ver out of band linearity limitations are known, for instance, 
ith the MeerKAT system when working at L band (856–1712 MHz) that 

s dominated by global navigation satellite system transmitters. The error 
uoted here could be a combination of both. 
 Digitized bandwidth is that for the JVLA prior to updates to its correlator 
Perley et al. 2011 ): 1355.5–1447.6 MHz for projects AB699 and AM469 
nd 1452.4–1527.4 MHz for project AO048 in two disjoint spectral windows. 

C  

m  

X

8

S
c
9

V

024
The data were flagged and calibrated with the CASA v4.7 (Mc-
ullin et al. 2007 ) through STIMELA v0.3.1 (Makhathini 2018 ).
e applied flags to instances of equipment failure and shadowing. 

hroughout we used 3C 286 to set the flux scale of the observation
Perley & Butler 2013 ) and to calibrate the frequency response of the
ystem. Since the JVLA has circular L -band feeds, it is not strictly
ecessary to take a polarization model into account. 8 Although the 
ata are taken at multiple epochs, 3C 286 is known to be a very stable
alibrator – within 1 per cent o v er the duration of 30 yr (Perley &
utler 2013 ) – and thus the following model can be assumed for all

hree data sets: 

log S = 1 . 2515 − 0 . 4605 log νG − 0 . 1715 log 2 νG + 0 . 0336 log 3 νG .

The time-variable gain on 3C 286 was calibrated by correcting 
or gains at 30 s intervals, before computing a single normalized
andpass correction for the entire observation. We did not correct the
ata for polarization leakages, since we are primarily interested in 
upplementing our analysis with source morphological information. 
nlike the WSRT observations, the time variability of the electronics, 

specially its phase, needs to be calibrated with a celestial calibrator.
e used 0842 + 185, 1438 + 621, and 0851 + 202 for D, A, and C

onfiguration data, respectively. 
Again, we used the multifrequency deconvolution algorithm im- 

lemented in WSCLEAN (Offringa et al. 2014 ). We enabled wide-
eld corrections at default setting, synthesized a 70.0 arcmin image 
nd deconvolved to an autothreshold of 1 σ , using Briggs ( 1995 )
eighting with robustness 0.0. The CLEAN residuals have an rms 
oise of 55 μJy beam 

−1 . 

 RESULTS  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

n this section, we discuss the Main cluster as a whole, a study of
he field source polarimetry, the preliminary detection of a candidate 
alo, and lack of detection of relic emission. 
Fig. 2 shows the 1.4 GHz image co v ering the whole WSRT primary

eam and the corresponding field at 346 MHz. A zoom into the central 
eld o v erlaid on the Sloan Digital Sk y Surv e y Data Release 12 (Alam
t al. 2015 ) is shown in Fig. 5 . Bright radio sources are labelled
nd listed, along with their optical counterparts (where available), 
n Table 3 . 9 Compact sources S1–S6 seen at 325 and 610 MHz
y Venturi et al. ( 2011 ) are visible in our image too. These bright
ources (S1–S6) have corresponding optical counterparts, apart from 

2. We have labelled those fainter sources with clear corresponding 
ptical counterparts as SU1 through SU7. Sources S3, S4, S5, S6,
U5, SU7, and SU2 are at a similar redshift to the cluster within

he quoted (Beck et al. 2016 ) error bars of the photometric redshifts
3 σ = 0.06), as shown in Table 3 . The spectroscopic redshift for S1 is
ubstantially different to the confirmed cluster members and indicates 
hat the source is not part of the Main cluster, but a background
GN. Based on the lack of corresponding optical counterparts and 

heir radio morphology two candidate relics are labelled as CR1 and
R2. Both candidate relics are on the outskirts of the heated cluster
edium, while the bright AGN S6 is clearly offset from the peak
-ray emission. The JVLA high-resolution tiles in Fig. 5 highlight 
MNRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 

 In the circular basis the diagonal correlations LL and RR measure I ± V (e.g. 
mirnov 2011 ) and is insensitive to the linearly polarized flux of the celestial 
alibrator 3C 286. 
 The radio sources at 1.4 GHz follow the same naming convention used in 
enturi et al. ( 2011 ). 
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Table 2. Archi v al JVLA observ ation details. Here only the details of the rele v ant calibrators and targets field are sho wn. 

Config Bandwidth (MHz) Obs ID Target Span ( UTC ) RA (J2000) Dec. (J2000) 

D 1355.525–1377.4, AM469 1331 + 305 (3C 286) 1995 Mar 15 05:54:40–05:59:50 13 h 31 m 08 s + 30 ◦30 ′ 32 ′′ 
1425.725–1447.6 08:00:30–08:05:50 

12:35:10–12:41:00 
A0781 1995 Mar 15 03:55:10–04:10:20 09 h 20 m 23 s + 30 ◦31 ′ 09 ′′ 

0842 + 185 1995 Mar 15 03:03:10–03:06:20 08 h 42 m 05 s + 18 ◦35 ′ 40 ′′ 
04:12:10–04:13:20 

A 1355.525–1377.4, AB699 A0781 1994 Apr 20 00:02:00–00:31:40 09 h 20 m 23 . s 7 + 30 ◦31 ′ 09 ′′ 
1425.725–1447.6 1331 + 305 (3C 286) 1994 Apr 29 01:32:00–01:35:10 13 h 31 m 08 . s 2873 + 30 ◦30 ′ 32 . ′′ 9590 

11:37:50–11:42:40 
1994 Apr 20 11:14:40–11:18:20 

04:58:40–05:01:50 
1438 + 621 1994 Apr 29 09:40:20–09:41:40 14 h 38 m 44 . s 7873 + 62 ◦11 ′ 54 . ′′ 397 

10:42:50–10:44:00 
11:15:00–11:16:20 
11:35:30–11:36:40 

1994 Apr 20 08:24:10–08:25:20 
09:27:40–09:28:50 

Config Bandwidth (MHz) Obs ID Target Span ( UTC ) RA (B1950) Dec. (B1950) 

C 1452.4–1477.4, AO048 0781AB 1984 May 05 02:49:00–05:25:30 09 h 17 m 23 . s 30 + 30 ◦44 ′ 05 ′′ 
1502.4–1527.4 1328 + 307 (3C 286) 1984 May 05 08:32:00–08:35:00 13 h 28 m 49 . s 657 + 30 ◦45 ′ 58 . ′′ 64 

08:52:00–08:55:00 
09:16:00–09:18:00 
11:15:30–11:17:30 
11:33:30–11:35:30 
11:56:30–11:58:30 

0851 + 202 1984 May 05 02:41:30–02:43:00 08 h 51 m 57 . s 253 + 20 ◦17 ′ 58 . ′′ 44 
02:59:00–03:02:00 
05:06:00–05:15:30 
05:31:30–05:33:30 
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he extended nature of the AGN S6, which is barely resolved by the
SRT. 
The redshifts of the previously identified radio sources S1, S3, S4,

5, and S6 are listed in Table 3 . S2 does not hav e an y apparent optical
ounterpart and is, therefore, not included in the table. Sources S3–
6, SU1, SU2, SU5, and SU7 are very likely all cluster members. 
In studies done to date, the orientation of and the emission
echanisms behind the CR1 complex are still not clearly established.
he complex spans about 540 kpc and its morphology is very
eculiar, neither matching a head–tail AGN nor a shock-driven relic
 ery well. F or this reason, our study also includes polarimetric
easurements of the A781 Main cluster. Rotation measure (RM)

nalysis of the magnetic field depth is one way to probe the medium
hrough which radio emission propagates. To this end we calibrated
or the ellipticity of the telescope feeds and leakages stemming
rom the non-orthogonality of the feeds and synthesized images
or the central cluster region using Briggs −0.5 weighting. We
ade a frequency cube at the native resolution of L band and

erformed RM synthesis to reco v er the intrinsic polarization of
he cluster members. We follow the definition and conventions
efined by Burn ( 1966 ) and Faraday depth synthesis deri v ation of
rentjens & De Bruyn ( 2005 ). The FWHM of the rotation measure

ransfer function (RMTF) is given for the Westerbork L -band
orrelator 10 as 

MTF FWHM 

≈ 2 π

λ2 
max 

= 118 . 38 rad m 

−2 , 
NRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 

0 Digitized bandwidth co v erage 1.301–1.460 GHz. 1
with a maximum function support for the channelizer given by 

sup ≈
√ 

3 

min ( �λ2 ) 
= 4269 . 80 rad m 

−2 . 

We additionally deconvolve the Faraday depth spectrum at each
patial pixel in the map using a variant of the CLEAN algorithm
pplied in Faraday depth space to obtain the peak RM and peak-
o-noise ratio (PNR) on a pix el-by-pix el basis along the plane
f the sky. This analysis was performed on the high-resolution
1 cm data due to the resolution limitations of the 92 cm
ata. 
It is also important to note here that the (linear) electric vector

olarization angle (EVPA) calibration procedure discussed does not
orrect the ionospheric-induced RM on the EVPA, nor does it correct
he absolute angle of the system receivers. 11 Referring back to the
idely used assumption that 3C 286 has a frequency constant EVPA
f 33 ◦ (with RM therefore very close to 0 rad m 

−2 ), we estimate
he ionospheric RM to be + 4.610 ± 0.922 rad m 

−2 . This gives
 reasonably small offset at the centre of the narrow WSRT band
f around 7 ◦ from the assumed model. The angles and the quoted
M have been corrected for this contribution.We note that the linear
olarization vectors shown for CR1 and CR2, the RM peaks in Fig. 6
nd the associated statistics in Table 4 are corrected for both the
pproximate ionospheric contribution to the Faraday rotation, as well
s the approximated 16 ± 5 rad m 

−2 Galactic foreground contribution
Oppermann et al. 2015 ). The associated Faraday Depth spectra are
1 See discussion in Hales ( 2017 ). 
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Figure 5. Top-left: radio contours from Fig. 2 are o v erlaid o v er Digitized Sk y Surv e y II POSS-II optical red plate. Contours are drawn starting at 60 μJy beam 

−1 

in steps of 
√ 

2 . Bottom-left: radio contours from Fig. 2 are o v erlaid o v er XMM–Ne wton X-ray from Fig. 1 . Right: higher resolution (synthesized beam of 
1.935 × 1.454 arcsec 2 ) tiles of (top to bottom) S1, S2, S4, and S6, as observed with the JVLA A + C + D configurations between 1.354 and 1.515 GHz, rms noise 
54.68 μJy beam 

−1 . 
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hown in Fig. 7 . The apparent reco v ered EVPA and fractional linear
olarization are shown in Fig. 8 for a cropped region around the
luster centre. 

The synthesized global RM map and associated PNR estimates 
re given in Fig. 6 . There is clear evidence for compressed polarized
mission along the bright eastern spine and along the north-western 
dge of the CR1 complex (see Fig. 8 ). 
The compact sources at cluster redshift, S4 and S6, have a median
eak Faraday depth along the line of sight in the range of a few tens
f rad m 

−2 (see Fig. 6 ) and median peak distribution statistics in
 able 4 . T o varying de gree, the inte grated F araday depth spectra
hown in Fig. 7 indicate that, apart from S4 and S6, the other
stablished cluster members (S3 and S5) are not subject to a single
onstant F araday screen. The y instead show complex magnetic fields, 
MNRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 
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Table 3. Sources S1–S6 were already observed by Venturi et al. ( 2011 ). 
Source SU2 has three corresponding optical sources SU2 s , SU2 m 

, and SU2 n 
for the southern, middle, and northern source, respectively. SU4 had no 
redshift information and was excluded from the list. Spectroscopic ( s ) and 
photometric ( p ) redshifts are from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 
12 (Alam et al. 2015 ). The 3 σ uncertainty level on the photometric redshifts 
is indicated in parentheses. 

Source ID RA (J2000) Dec. (J2000) z 

S1 9 h 20 m 1 . s 2 + 30 ◦34 ′ 5 . ′′ 3 1.305 s 

S3 9 h 20 m 9 . s 2 + 30 ◦30 ′ 8 . ′′ 1 0.303 s 

S4 9 h 20 m 14 . s 0 + 30 ◦28 ′ 59 . ′′ 4 0.297 s 

S5 9 h 20 m 22 . s 4 + 30 ◦32 ′ 30 . ′′ 7 0.304 s 

S6 9 h 20 m 22 . s 3 + 30 ◦29 ′ 43 . ′′ 3 0.293 s 

SU1 9 h 20 m 25 . s 2 + 30 ◦31 ′ 31 . ′′ 7 0.304 s 

SU2 s 9 h 20 m 10 . s 6 + 30 ◦33 ′ 26 . ′′ 0 0.3(9) p 

SU2 m 

9 h 20 m 10 . s 9 + 30 ◦33 ′ 54 . ′′ 0 0.2(5) p 

SU2 n 9 h 20 m 10 . s 7 + 30 ◦34 ′ 26 . ′′ 1 0.2(9) p 

SU3 9 h 20 m 35 . s 9 + 30 ◦29 ′ 5 . ′′ 0 0.1(5) p 

SU5 9 h 20 m 19 . s 0 + 30 ◦29 ′ 47 . ′′ 0 0.2(8) p 

SU6 9 h 20 m 22 . s 2 + 30 ◦31 ′ 02 . ′′ 3 0.1(9) p 

SU7 9 h 20 m 11 . s 4 + 30 ◦27 ′ 47 . ′′ 5 0.2(8) p 
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Table 4. Properties of rotation measure (RM) pixel distributions where 
rotation measure pixel peak to noise exceeds three times, as shown in Fig. 6 . 
We indicate the peak of the distribution and the median and interquartile 
spread (IQS) of the contributing data here. 

Source z φ max φ median φ IQS 

S1 1.30526 s − 34 .48 − 18 .71 17 .08 
S2 – − 34 .48 − 60 .46 143 .26 
S3 0.30284 s − 34 .48 0 .26 541 .27 
S4 0.29741 s − 103 .45 − 43 .38 34 .16 
S5 0.30360 s 448 .28 − 339 .40 868 .12 
S6 0.29262 s − 34 .48 − 20 .61 24 .67 
CR1 – − 103 .45 − 35 .79 45 .54 
CR2 – − 586 .21 394 .95 948 .77 
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oth parallel and orthogonal to the line of sight. The line of sight
o the non-cluster member S1 crosses the periphery to the cluster
nd by chance has a similar Faraday depth to S4 and S6, both
aving lines of sight that may also only cross part of the whole 
luster ICM. 

The majority of these sources are also largely depolarized, with
he exception of CR1. This is not unexpected – actively merging
lusters tend to show little polarization within the merger region.
his is likely due to the fine spatial-scale turbulence in such systems,
here the synthesized beam acts to depolarize emission on these

cales (Van Weeren et al. 2019 ). In this case, the synthesized beam
orresponds to about 46 × 105 kpc – i.e. similar in angular extent to
ost of the field sources. 
Next, we will discuss the properties of these two candidate relics

eparately. 

.1 CR1 (head–tail galaxy or relic?) 

his source was already observed (Venturi et al. 2011 ) at 325 MHz
nd tentatively classified as a candidate radio relic in the light of
NRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 

igure 6. Left: peak rotation measure map of the Main cluster. Right: peak-to-noi
ts peripheral position, morphology, and spectral index steepening
n the range −1.4 < α < −1.8 northwards with decreasing distance
rom the cluster centre. Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) identify an optical
ounterpart to the west of the bright optical source near the peak
f the radio emission seen in Fig. 5 . The source, spanning 550 kpc,
s similar in its morphology when compared to observations taken
t 150 MHz by Botteon et al. ( 2019 ). A bright knot of emission
ppears at the southernmost point of the CR1 source, connected to
 high surface brightness spine that extends north-east. Two optical
alaxies – at approximately the cluster redshift – coincide with the
right knot. Based on the combined X-ray and radio analysis, Botteon
t al. ( 2019 ) concluded that CR1 is either a relic or a head–tail radio
alaxy with morphology distorted by a (weak) shock. 

Our total intensity image is in fair agreement with previous
bservations. The morphology of CR1 at 1.4 GHz is similar to the
ow-frequency data, with a similar extent ( ∼540 kpc linear size).

e measure a flux density of S CR1 
1 . 4 = 14 . 6 mJy , integrated over the

0 μJy beam 

−1 contour shown in Fig. 5 . The integrated flux density at
75 MHz (90 ± 9 mJy) is in agreement with previous measurements
88 ± 12 mJy; Botteon et al. 2019 ). This is shown in Fig. 9 . 

Assuming the source is within the vicinity of the Main cluster at
edshift z = 0.3004, the power extrapolation is slightly underesti-
ated at 1.4 GHz by Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) (who assumed a spectral

ndex steeper than presented here). The spectrum is plotted in Fig. 9
here we use the integrated spectrum of the bright emission of the

pine, which is about −1.4 and the integrated emission within the
rst contour of the CR1 complex in Fig. 5 to derive the radio power
se ratio (PNR) map of the rotation measure values after RM deconvolution. 

i Siena user on 27 February 2024
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Figure 7. Bottom: peak RM distributions (weighted by peak to noise) for a selection of sources, marked in the maps in Fig. 6 . Clips are imposed to highlight 
only the AGN and candidate relic emission. We also plot the normalized non-deconvolved spectra for the 30 spectra with the highest deconvolution peak-to-noise 
ratio (PNR; shown top-right), extracted per source. The spectra colours are dependent on the PNR weight – darker to be interpreted as spectra with a higher 
PNR value. SU1, S5, and S3 have low (as in the case of SU1) to moderate (S5 and S3) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for RM measurement and the variations seen 
across the sources may not be an indication of substantial magnetic fields – we do not plot spectra for these here. The distributions consider pixels where the 
peak RM is at least five times the noise, as indicated top-right. 
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Figure 8. Top: polarization fraction map of the cluster. The cluster members 
are mostly depolarized apart of predominantly CR1 and to a lesser extent 
CR2 and S3. The colour bar indicates fractional polarization. Here 15 σ clips 
based on the total intensity map are used to differentiate the sources from the 
background. Middle and bottom: zoom in to showcase the polarized edges 
of CR1 and CR2, respectively. Here the vector field is o v erlaid on the optical 
Digitized Sk y Surv e y red plate, with contours in steps of 

√ 

2 from 13 σ (1 σ = 

60 μJy beam 

−1 ). 

Figure 9. Integrated spectrum of the source CR1. Here we show the 
measurements made by Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) and those we derive from the 
WSRT 92 and 21 cm bands. The dashed line indicates the best fitting to the 
LOF AR, uGMRT , and WSRT flux density measurements to date. The shaded 
area is the propagated error on our fit. The new spectral index estimate of 
−1.26 ± 0.08 is flatter than reported in Botteon et al. ( 2019 ). 
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t 1.4 GHz: 

 CR1 , 1 . 4 GHz = 

4 πD 

2 
L S ν

(1 + z) 1 + α
≈ 4 . 78 × 10 24 W Hz −1 . 

he spectral index image is shown in Fig. 10 . We used the same
mage field of view and sampling for both maps and tapered both
aps to the lowest possible resolution, as taken from the 92 cm fitted

eam (83 arcsec). We also corrected for the attenuation of the antenna
rimary lobe, using equation ( 1 ). A 4 mJy beam 

−1 cut-off was used
o allow for only high σ components in the spectral index image. 

Although the 92 cm resolution does not resolve the fine structure
f either candidate (CR1 or CR2), the integrated trends are visible.
s noted in Botteon et al. ( 2019 ), the bulk of the spine of CR1 has
 steep spectrum of α ≈ −1.4, steepening to α < −1.6 closer to the
luster centre. This is indicative of synchrotron radiation losses. The
oderately steep spectra are consistent with the known spectra of

ther relics (Van Weeren et al. 2019 ). 
From the RM map (Fig. 6 ) we see that the area near the o v erlapping

ptical galaxy immediately north-west of the bright radio bulge to
he south is largely depolarized (Fig. 8 ). On the contrary, the rest
f the CR1 complex is relatively polarized (Fig. 8 ), especially the
astern and western edges. Both edges have peak rotation measures
loser to zero and agree with what is observed on other compact
ources at the cluster redshift, specifically S6 and S4. 

The polarization EVPA is reasonably well aligned in the plane of
he sky in the direction we would expect to see a merger shock
Fig. 8 ). Ho we ver, the increased polarization fraction along the
tructure is more consistent with relati vely lo w fractional polarization
s is typically observed in the jets of AGN (Homan 2005 ). The
olarization characteristics of this peripheral complex stand in stark
ontrast to the degree of polarization of typical relics observed in the
iterature (see e.g. Wittor et al. 2019 ). 

The spectral index is substantially steeper than expected for steep
pectra AGN population at 1.4 GHz (e.g. de Zotti et al. 2010 ) – this
ource will be considered very steep according to the distributions of
pectral index for both narrow and wide-tailed radio AGN (Sasmal
t al. 2022 ), while the spectrum is at the low end of expected
ntegrated spectra for radio relics (Feretti et al. 2012 ). Although the
ow polarization fraction observed and the physical size (assuming
luster redshift for this source) may point to the source belonging to
he class of radio phoenix (shock reaccelerated fossil emission from
GN), the ultrasteep spectra of these sources are typically curved
nd in excess of −1.5 (Van Weeren et al. 2019 ). As a result, such
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Figure 10. Top-left : spectral index map computed from WSRT 92 and 21 cm maps after tapering the resolution to a circular Gaussian of 73.08 arcsec (lowest 
resolution) as indicated in the top map. The black contours from the uniform-weighted maps are drawn in steps of 

√ 

2 starting at 60 μJy beam 

−1 . We apply 
a dilated mask to the levels of the contours drawn to highlight only the spectral index in the region of the sources. Top-right : associated spectral index error 
map. We assume standard quadrature propagation of error rules (with band covariance assumed as 0) for logarithms with flux scale errors at 10 per cent level 
and tapered 21 and 92 cm noise of 18 μJy beam 

−1 and 1 mJy beam 

−1 , respectively. Bottom-left and bottom-right: zoom in of the CR1 and CR2 comple x es, 
respectively. 
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mission is typically only seen at much longer wavelengths. Coupled 
ith the coincidence of the optical counterpart with the knot of radio

mission in the south of the complex, as reported by Botteon et al.
 2019 ), the spectral and polarimetric measurement suggests that CR1
s neither a radio relic nor phoenix. It is much more likely that CR1
s an ageing head–tail galaxy. 

.2 CR2: another candidate relic? 

here is extended emission north of the hot X-ray region, labelled 
s CR2. This is the same source seen by Botteon et al. ( 2019 )
n LOFAR data. The elongated source is roughly 1.5 arcmin 
 ∼405 kpc, assuming cluster redshift), with an integrated flux density, 
f S CR2, 21 cm 

= 2.7 ± 0.27 mJy, measured within the area defined 
y the 60 μJy beam 

−1 contour in Fig. 5 . The source has a spectrum
etween −1.0 and −1.2 o v er most of its area, as seen in Fig. 10
nd there is no clear optical counterpart (Fig. 8 , bottom). Similarly
o CR1, the radio spectrum of CR2 steadily steepens towards the 
luster centre. 

If we assume an integrated spectral index of −1.1, and that the
ource has the same redshift as the cluster, then the k -corrected radio
ower is 

 CR2 , 1 . 4 GHz ≈ 8 . 16 × 10 23 W Hz −1 . 

R2 is only slightly polarized (Fig. 8 , bottom) and has a rotation
easure markedly different to the primary cluster AGNs S3, S4, and
6 (Fig. 7 ). Considering the contrast of the distribution of Faraday
epths of CR2 compared to the other cluster sources, save for S3
nd S5, it is clear that this source of emission must either be located
n an area with marked differences in foreground magnetic fields 
r intrinsically has comple x F araday screens. Ho we ver, both its
ompact round morphology and low fractional polarization are in 
tark contrast to what is generally expected for radio relics, although
e cannot exclude projection effects on the morphology due to the

vailable resolution. 

.3 Revisiting halo claims 

otteon et al. ( 2019 ) achie ve sensiti vities of σ 143 MHz =
70 μJy beam 

−1 , σ 325 MHz = 150 μJy beam 

−1 , and σ 610 MHz =
20 μJy beam 

−1 at resolutions of 11.1 × 6.5 arcsec 2 , 
0.6 × 7.2 arcsec 2 , and 13.5 × 9.8 arcsec 2 , respectively. At
2 μJy beam 

−1 rms noise at a resolution of 23.2 × 10.4 arcsec 2 , using
MNRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 
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M

Figure 11. Top : Briggs −0.25 weighted residuals after subtracting the bright 
AGNs in the cluster o v erlaid on XMM–Ne wton X-ray. The rms noise is 
estimated as 6.23 μJy beam 

−1 . Radio contours are plotted in 
√ 

2 scale starting 
at 6 σ . Dashed contours indicate −6 σ subtraction errors. The synthesized 
beam at −0.25 weighting is 25.8 × 12.1 arcsec 2 ( �b ≈ 26.63 pixels) shown in 
red. Bottom : subtracted residuals plotted in colour o v erlaid with blue contours 
from uniform maps presented in Fig. 2 for reference, contours starting from 

7 σ ( σ = 12 μJy beam 

−1 ) in 
√ 

2 scale. Red contours from the higher resolution 
VLA reductions o v erlaid, starting from 7 σ ( σ ≈ 60 μJy beam 

−1 ) in 
√ 

2 scale. 
Beam indicated in hatched lines. 
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ll redundant spacings, our 21 cm data are the most sensitive L -band
ata on this field to our knowledge, and are at similar magnitude to
OFAR sensitivities when scaled by a halo spectrum of −1.3. This

mpro v ed L -band sensitivity warrants a renewed look at the cluster
entre for any signs of halo emission. 

Fig. 11 shows the 21 cm Briggs −0.25 weighted residuals after
he bright AGNs within the cluster have been subtracted from
he visibilities by means of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
mplemented with MEQTREES (Noordam & Smirnov 2010 ). The
ubtraction is performed by iterative fitting for components abo v e
 σ using PYBDSF (Mohan & Rafferty 2015 ) and reimaging. In total
hree rounds of subtraction and reimaging were performed on the
NRAS 526, 5278–5291 (2023) 
1 cm data, each time explicitly excluding the components fitted to
he south-eastern complex. We carefully checked that the subtracted
omponents only fall within the areas of AGNs S2–S6, to within
nstrument resolution. All fitted components were delta components.
he accuracy in subtracting S6 ( S 1.4 ∼ 32.6 ± 3.3 mJy beam 

−1 peak
ux density) is the limiting factor in achieving high dynamic range
n the low-resolution images within the vicinity of the hot merger
egion. 

To the south of the Main cluster we find traces of a bridge-
ike structure connecting CR1 to lo w-le vel emission extending
hroughout the hot X-ray plasma surrounding the central AGN.
xcluding this bridge-like lo w-le vel structure we find the integrated
ux of the extended emission to be 1.9 ± 0.2 mJy within the 6 σ
ontours in the X-ray–radio plot in Fig. 11 (top). This measurement
s limited by a subtraction error at the level of 0.1 mJy beam 

−1 . It
hould be cautioned that the instrumental resolution of the WSRT
ystem is the main limiting factor to the case presented here and
purious background sources, coupled with subtraction errors from
6 may be contributing to the integrated flux. 
If the apparently diffuse emission seen is indeed a halo, its

ntegrated flux would place it an order of magnitude below the upper
ounds set by Venturi et al. ( 2011 ) and Botteon et al. ( 2019 ). It is
n keeping with an average spectral index below −1.44 if the upper
etection limit of S upper 

143 MHz = 50 mJy is assumed from Botteon et al.
 2019 ). Assuming this as an upper limit to the spectral index, the
 -corrected radio power at cluster redshift is 

 Halo , 1 . 4 GHz ≈ 6 . 28 × 10 23 W Hz −1 . 

lthough one would hav e e xpected this power to be at least an
rder of magnitude larger on the 0.1–2.4 keV X-ray/radio power
orrelation, the power is still close to other detected haloes on the
ass/radio power correlation (Van Weeren et al. 2019 ). Without the

v ailability of sensiti ve higher resolution data the error estimates
resented here may be optimistic, ho we ver, it is noted that the
pparently diffuse emission extends over the majority of the disturbed
-ray thermal region with a diameter (excluding the bridge-like

tructure) of around 0.6 Mpc. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have observed the dynamically disturbed A781 cluster complex
ith the WSRT at 21 and 92 cm. We presented the most sensitive
 -band observations of the system to date. 
We have found, what appears to be the existence of lo w-le vel

iffuse emission around the central region of the merging cluster,
lthough our measurement is limited by instrumental resolution. The
ntegrated emission is nearly an order of magnitude less than the
ux density claimed by Govoni et al. ( 2011 ). This is in keeping
ith Venturi ( 2011 ) of an unusual flat-spectrum radio halo and is
ell below the expected radio power predicted by the P 1.4 GHz –L X 

elationship. 
Our maps corroborate the Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) observation of

adio emission at the south-eastern and north-western flanks of the
ot X-ray plasma. We have studied the polarimetric properties of the
outh-eastern and northern comple x es in detail. We find that the edges
f the south-eastern complex are polarized, with low Faraday depth.
either complex is highly polarized (fractions less than 8 per cent and
.5 per cent for the southern and northern comple x es, respectiv ely),
urther qualifying earlier statements by Botteon et al. ( 2019 ) that only
elatively weak shocks are present in the Main cluster. This evidence,
ncluding consideration of morphology, points to the contrary that
hese are radio relics. The south-eastern complex most likely has its
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rigin as head–tail emission from an AGN with an unclear optical 
ounterpart. 

The corroborating evidence hinting to the existence of an ultralow 

ux density halo warrants further telescope time with sensitive high- 
esolution instruments such as LOFAR at lower frequencies, and 
quare Kilometre Array (SKA) precursor telescopes such as the 
eerKAT UHF - (544–1088 MHz) and L -band (856–1712 MHz) 

ystems. Such observations will firmly establish the spectrum and 
ntegrated power of this very peculiar cluster. 
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